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AÂ new edition in a special big format, using even better high density printing quality.
ThisÂ collection containsÂ of some of the finest modern nude photography. Stefan SÃ¶ll's works
are characterized by their striking quality, and ability to offerÂ a glimpse into the personalities of his
models. He captures their beautyÂ in awe-inspiring natural locations, where he combines art with
the glory of nature. The location selected for this unique Âcollection is Lanzarote, a small but
beautiÂful island off the coast of north-east Africa.
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I spend a considerable amount of time viewing artistic nude, nude, fashion, and erotic photography
for professional purposes. Initially this line or work seems to be a dream job for any connoisseur of
the female form, but eventually repetition has the potential to dull the senses to even one of the best
of pleasures that life can offer. Fortunately that is not the case here.A few years ago I stumbled
upon Stefan's work and have since put in into the literal handful of photographers' work who I study,
dissect, and most importantly simply enjoy viewing. Here is why Volcanic Girls is a wise
investment:1.) Mr. Soell's work is indeed an investment. If you view the other titles released by
Stefan on you will see their price has indeed increased, sometimes dramatically, since their publish
date.2.) More than just a loose collection of photos, this book is travel adventure. I was not familiar
with the island location of Lanzarote before viewing this book. Of course after finishing my first
sitting with the book, I immediately sought out some images online for Lanzarote to learn more

about this beautiful location unknown to me.3.) The girls are natural, happy, and genuinely enjoy
making these photos. You can see from the girls expressions and body language that they truly feel
the freedom and relaxation that such a beautiful location provides. Even with the best green screens
and retouch technicians, you couldn't recreate these photos and the emotions they exude in any
studio.4.) Limited use of make-up and retouching. Upon close examination it does appear that
possibly some minor post production work has been applied to these works, but if so it has been
done tastefully.
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